Hi Peter and John,

I've just received this RSVP form for the event tomorrow assuming that you'd like to go.

PLEASE RSVP INDIVIDUALLY at the link below.

Cheers,

Joe

Begin forwarded message:

From: Justin Brown <justin@ideapod.com>
Subject: Re: RSVP: Clarification: Ideas Salon with the United Nations Population Fund
Date: October 27, 2014 at 2:04:45 PM EDT
To: jamondello@me.com
Cc: Ideapod <hello@ideapod.com>

Joseph,

Could you please RSVP here: http://unfpaideapodsalon.splashthat.com. Could you please make sure your colleagues RSVP also as we need their names for building security.

Cheers,

Justin

On 24 Oct 2014, at 18:32, jamondello@me.com wrote:

Yes, I would like to attend this UNFPA-Ideapod Ideas Salon, and bring two colleagues. Please advise

thank you

Joseph Anderson Mondello
jamondello@me.com
212-920-1261 mobile/text

On Oct 24, 2014, at 5:49 PM, Ideapod <hello@ideapod.com> wrote:

As a follow up to our previous email, we would like to clarify the details of the Ideas Salon being held next week with the United Nations Population Fund (apologies for the additional email).
The "UNFPA-Ideapod Ideas Salon" is an open ideas forum for UN practitioners and Ideapod users on the topic of "People, Prosperity and the Planet". The event will be held on Wednesday 29th October from 10am to 12pm at the United Nations Population Fund Headquarters in New York. The event will be streamed online so that people can participate worldwide.

Ideapod is separately running an Indiegogo campaign but there is no relationship between this and UNFPA. The "UNFPA-Ideapod Ideas Salon" is open for all Ideapod users.

If you would like to join in the conversation, please share your ideas on Ideapod, Twitter or Facebook using the hash tag#UNFPAInnovation. Or reply to this email if you would like to attend.

Here are some of the ideas that have already been shared. Thank you and happy idea sharing!

People, Prosperity and the Planet
The world population will grow to over 9 billion by mid-century...
UNFPA Innovation

Ideas Salon at the United Nations
The wonder and inspiration of Ideapod meets the expertise and authority of the United Nations.
Justin Brown

A World of 7 Billion
Where will change come from?

UNFPA Innovation

Population Growth; Everything Else is a Sympton
An incredible trajectory of human population growth...

Mark's Myth

Our Population Is Increasing, But Are We Asking The Right Question?
Is underpopulation a greater risk?

Justin Brown